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2 HOW TO USE SIMULATIONS

pants interprets the meaning of the other in terms of his or
her probable survival in the situation thus. the social acts
become, reciprocally, positive or negative reinforcers and
persons associated with those acts run the risk of being ac
cepted or rejected (51 Responses may be mutually positive,
mutually negative, or a combination thereof

The assumption of this pamphlet is that the interaction
process modifies human behavior and. also, helps the partic
pants -become conscious of (their) own actions from so-
ciety's standpoint 16) This assumption appears to be sup-
ported by a host of research studies Recently. Collins and
Guetzkow reviewed marry of these findings and concluded
that they showed that face to face groups have a profound
impact on the motivation, knowledge and personalities Of
participants i7) There is good reason to believe. therefore,
that models of real social interactions which involve stu
dents give promise of producing valuable educational re-
sults

A word must be said about roles In any American family
there are expected behaviors of husband toward wife.
mother toward daughter father toward son. and also they
are reciprocal We like to call this type of action role inter
action Role interaction is an on-going process It may begin
with the participants ideas of expected behavior. but as the
relationships continue new practices and rules may be
made These adjustments are influenced by the past. to be
sure. are dictated to a greater extent by present situations
The relationships are partially customary. partially unique
They are not an automatic record-like replay of routine ex-
pectations iSee Blurrier, op cit reference 5 t Life is dynamic
rather than static

When we assume that social interaction modifies human
behavior it follows that the Er-eater the volume of tmeraction
the greater are the chances of behavior mod,.te,aorin It is

Important, therefore for persons using simulations to con
sider factors which promise to encourage the maximum of
interaction in their simulated group:,

Circumstances Which Maximize Interaction
in Classrooms

The teacher who would use simulations should consider
some of the practical lessons learned over the past few years
81 The first lesson is that students should feel a challennie
An important task of ;he teacher is to help students per:.eive
a goal which proneses to meet the challenge arid to errGorn
age them to find the way by their own efforts This idea is so
basic that it was first iiiven shape by Confucius much more
recently Prager has written that as far as possible students
should be freed from the mystical world of the adult 19)

The second task is for the class to build a carefully stoic
Lured yet -flexible plan for the development of a simulated
event Telling the students to buzz the subject is poor
planning The following elements should be considered

Since information Is important, facts attitudes arid values
must be obtained from all sources possible lectures read
ings. films, observations interviews In the case of a pre
pared game instill...irons most be studied as well This work
involves rothyritioa/ responsibility and is necessary except.
perhaps. in the lower grades

Prepared students may compare then lindir.i, with nth
ors m small groups This experience provides the opportunity
for the reinforcement process to modify behavior 1101 And
of course the division of the class into many small groups
makes possible. on itself a Marked lefifeaSe 111 the V0111111e of
Interaction

The optimum size of a group has been estimated at from
four to five members Torrance reported that six members is
the optimum size for five-year-olds 111 / Inbar found that in
teractton lus.,ened among high school aye groups when they
exceeded nine in number 1121 The writer's experience in-
dicates that four or five members is a good working number
for college students. Large groups tend to split into small
groups

Perhaps more important than numbers is the core
patibility of a small group McKenriey and Dill, for example,
reported that students performed better when they were
given the opportunity to -decide for themselves how team
assignments should be 'node and how they should be orga
nized (131 It follows that 'free association must be given
a chance to operate This can be done III an .n-formal atm()
sphere More formally students may iridiCale their choices
on a Group Preference Questionnaire 14) The choices can
then be tabulated in a matrix which then can be used to im-
plement them The choices, of course, are for a small group
working on a particular problem not for group membership
in general Group membership will change from time to time
as topics change

For simulations we believe that homogeneous groups. so
coloMOnly used, are not as efft.n:tive as heterogeneous
groups which are inure like the groups in everyday life Wil
hams for example showed that motivation was nigher in
fiffiermy-.Tleolis groups in the element, my Sr hoof 01:111 u1 h()
1110gelleUUS groups ( 151

Small groups have been found to interact well when the
leadership is natural rather than unnatural By this we
mean that an 'unnatural leader is one arbitrarily appointed
by the teacher without constderation of the wishes of the
members of the group The best leader is the one who is ac
cepted by Pie croup because he or she is recognized as the
one with the most knew how and, perhlrips the most le
spent for members feelinits too ;16i A stoking illustration of
the Importance Of this idea was observed by the writer A
large scout troop under a dedicated scoutmaster was doing
poorly Thu meetings were disorganized and do achnirliStra
ti:m of the Group Pretridenrre Record shovveri that all patriil
leaders wen: relented by the members The patrol leaders
had been appointed by the 'scoutmaster because the jrarent5
had prominent names 111 tOVVII When those Who received
!fit! molt 1:hol( u!.; bun, the ..rout themselves bei'drue Ir ad
ers the t1(10P !111111.:(11,1tely orie of the Imes: troops
rri town The leadership was willingly fellowed +lb

A relatively compatible group of four students iniolit have
eight acceptant es and four rejections The ririttrra! leader
might re,:erve thtee iiiiireptdrices riled cle../r! three ;f,..<:eptances
to those in his group One of Out members might reci lye two
rejections and give tan' This member has trouble relating to
Others due perhaps to tar k of social i'Apitrientat ma, h 111,ly

Obtarlert III fielded lOie urter,lrtlon In OW, way 111,1,1y
Va1,11,1t11e aspens ')1 enco,rl ter qlOUPS rani 1e OtakIlried WhIlk!
The interaidtion is related to allarierell.1,011-!ilt '18 191

In coriniti,tion with the problems students. have in retail:10
to others in a (iVIlafelf: !Iallt111011 we el,ei icld that it is pets
Bible for the inenibers of d small tC) hi tfai1W(1 to aria

its owe InteraCtI(111 patterns. hopefully wsn'titu.i in an inn
crease of iliterdirtion First, the riroidp members most redliiir
that their ac,hors <11111 1111.!1,11 tiOnins arc ,11$1 jrerhrr 1 repro
SeetatiOrtS of reality only their t est e,..tirrulle' duld thM
th,Hrefwe their work (.,in Thrmoved with ..urful Bendy
The group may also contribute to Ail illy reilse- e.t ;rite
per.on.11 act 1111,011.f!` liy tirtalyzirli; their ovvii interaction lint
terns arid accorripany,no rule .AI. 4,tile,ae of their



leadership effectivene made also lProcerfures for
this type of study ant outlined in Small Group Processes.
produced by So,,Koogni.al Resources for Social Studies and
published by Athol and Bacon. Inc Boston. 1971

Our digression to consider methoos of obtaining a man
mum of interactioi»n small groups should be i:onsinered of
great unpurtance for. iii our opinion. inail group interaction
is the heart of socal life and hence must be the heart of
simulations as welt

When a small TOup IS properly organized. as we have
suggested. usefu; comparisons of the bindings of individual
study [nay be made and the ider,ification of roles to be
played later 'nay be begun

Informed groups are flow ready to take their next step
They may consider four possibilities focused conversations.
role playing, role playing with sociodranta or gaining Some
combinations thereof are possible Also. all four might oper-
ate al d series beginning with focused conversations

The term .focused conversation is the writer s adaptation
of the term fncused interaction contributed to the literature
by Goff man i20) Conversations are -natural- forms of com
munication between talker 'And listener The conversational
material may be made the desired content of a unit in a
course such as that used in the comparisons previously
mentioned Conversations can begin in groups of two and
readily extend to four-member groups These conversations
can be mnsidered a warm-up for general class discussiontill .

The focused conversation does not involve students in
role playing. sociodrama or gamnul and economizes. there
fore. on time It is also a good preparation for roleplaying if
the class wishes to enter it

In small-group role playing, predetermined roles r ay be
represented or played by each of the members, roles may be
interchanged so that each student may obtain the -feel- of
various approaches to the problem under consideration Al-
ternate solutions to a given problem may be considered as
well. and practice may be had in solving problems wisely
221 Role-playing in small groups can involve all the stu-
dents in the class and give the teacher the opportunity to as
SISt ind v cfudis as well as groups

The suciodrarna is an easy transition from role playing
-Volunieers from the class may role-play a problem in so-
cial relations before the class in Lie form of a drama
sociodrama In this way the whole class, having developed a
keen interest in the particular role-interaction in the small
group role playing. will quickly suggest new interpretabons
of the rules as played. suggest replaying, and playing differ
ent possible ,olutions to the problem

The garrie.-. ometimes i.alled a simulated game, may be a

simulaton of a practical or compemive social s.ttiation in
modern nfc, These situations, often include practice in shale
gees for winning individually or in cooperahur with others
Games may be built by a class in cooperation with the
teacher, but since games have become the most popular
form of simulation. many companies Isee list on page 81
have prepared complete games, including descriptions of
roles involved, readings. a set of rules, needed eo,.npment
and scoring sheets Prepared simulations in the form of
g ,rues are a great convenience for the busy tea,aer The
game is for pragmatists rather than philosophers, yet there
rs little doubt that it provides practice in everyday strategies
related to life's turmoils /231 !Chapin (241 has a different in-
terpretation of simulation which is not used here The reader
is referred to the article ]

It is important that all snuirlations used in class be corn-
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pared with reality Smoker puts the ideas this way. 'model
and reality intertwine, evolve and adapt in a continuous
process of image creation 1251 In dc)111q ill-, it is possible
for new orientations toward the present and the tutu e to be
perceived

The maximum of interaction may probably be best pro-
duced in the utilization of the following seven steps

1 teacher student selection of a problem or goal or both
2 the search for information related to the problem and

the attainment of the goal
3 the organization of compatible groups in which atter

action can be maximized
4 comparison of student findings in the small groups
5 the identification of roles and rote playirg in small

groups
6 the sociodrama before and with the class as a whole

and
/ interpretation which involves analysis, identification of

alternate solutions, replaying alternate solutions for
-workableness.- and de-ithr. g which solutions are
most suitable

It is not necessary. of course, for a simulation to include
all of the steps As we have seen. the focused conversation
switches from step 4 to general class discussion. so, also.
role-playing may switch from step 5 to general class dis-
cussion It is up to the teacher and the class to use the simu-
lation idea in ways most suitable to the occasion

Classroom Applications

The Elementary School
Leaders in elementary education are conscious of the

need for more activities emphasizing free communication.
social responsibility and democratic decision-making 126)
One solu:n :.lot be found in the use of simulations.

Aware of the theory and practice of simulations. the ele-
mentan, -cnool teacher may achieve some of the modern
goals in a relatively simple manner A few examples will
clarify this

The Lippitts 1271 developed a plan to promote what we
will call a focused conversation among fourth-grade children
arid between children and adults Pupils were encourac-,e,d to
nominate those of their peers whom they regarded as expert
in specific fields of knowledge. These became the classroom
resource pupils acknowledged consultants for other stu-
dents The resultant consultations might he considered
talker-listener roles Also adults were given special training
leading focused conversations- among younger children

Role-playing was also introduced by the Lippitts The
problem presented was that of the teacher pupil gap The
question was. 'Why do pupils fear asking a teacher for
help?'' Pupil roles were (1/ teacher. (2) student afraid of d a-
approval by peers, 13) student afraid of the teacher if he ad-
mits he cannot do the work alone After role playing the
problem before the class Isociudrama). small pupil ti -urns
consicierec how teacher and children "might behave (Mier-
ently to relate better and to learn more" 128) These were fo-
cused conversations Pupil -inventions" were role played for
analysis al the small teams

The Lippitts teported that the simulations contributed to
the development of new norms -about child initiative in
s3elung and utiltzing resource helpers- (291 In this way a
fourth-grade class practiced decision-making m an atmo-
sphere devoid of authoritarianism
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One of the frist to show how the sociodrama could be in

troduced into the elementary school classicium was Jen
rungs 1301 Jennings asked a class of fifth grace pupils to
name sonic social relations which bothered them The most
frequently mentioned was that of conflict between mother
and child over errands Many fifth grade children corn
plained about being required to make two trips to tlar store
when one trip would do They did not know what to do
about the problem They were ready to learn

In this instance the search for information was in thee
own experience which they were to analyze With the
teachers : hcrp, the children identified the following roles the
thoughtless mother the annoyed daughter and the irritated
father The children outliner! the action feelings appropriate
to each role in preparation of a small soccodianta (Jennings
did not report the use of small groups as a preliminary to
sociodrama

Pupils volunteered to re create the problem home situ
anon before the class Part of what was said was *

Mother

Mardyn
Mother
Mar 'Ivo
Fattier
Mother

Mother

Mother

I want you to go to tne store for a loaf of bread
and ci bottle of milk
Can t you wait for a little while? I'm studying
I want you to go right now
Oh &right' iLeaves the room
can't stand the way she talks

We I! lost have to broak 'her of the habit (Mari
kin returns
Put them in the kitchen (Marilyn puts (he'll in
the kitchen and returns to studying r
On. I forgot I want some Sunshine Cleaner
(Marilyn sighs and goes out with a IlJuk of de,
gust r

After the sociodrarna. part of which has been presented
here it was easy for the class to see that no one was
phrased It was also clear that mothers needed to have their
memories trained One child Salo. Sometimes they feel like
bothering you

This modest somodranra helped pupils see !hat lack of
consideration fur others caused unhappiness in ;i i. rule Fi

[rally a reenactment showed how the family could agree
upon LI list of items before the daughter went to the s ore
Thus by means of a simple simulation. an ett,icie standard
came to be understood and behavior could be changer.

Brown 131i arranged a simulation of a field trip to help
fourth grade children study the relative merits of playing dif
ferent roles to promote learning and to develop respect for
others A suciocirama before the class included the represen
Cation of the following roles the id, ;fir- initiator. the approval
seeker Cie follower, the disrupter fie agreer arid the heck
ler There were six roles, and in addition to the roles m the
sociodrarna each member of the class was assigned a

stand in role so that each rule wa.:r 'covered. by several
observers Thus after the sociodrama. the role playing could
be replicated in a number of small groups of six each (321

The analysts compared the relative merits of different
roles in getting a learning job done and revealed the impor
tance cf the consideration of personal feelings in the pro-
cess, some offended pupils withdrew from the group work
and hence reduced group productivity 1331

For the upper grades Baker (34) developed an American
history game designed to teach an understanding of the
relationships among four sections of the United States just

The following conversation is from the Jennmor; article as
cited in reference 30 Permission to use granted

before the Civil War Students represented the North. the
South. the East and the Border States Each strident was as
signed a position as a iesponsible official of a given section,
of nation- as Baker called them and was insure:tett to as
some the responsibility of maintaining the security, prosper
ity and prestige of his or hen section in conference with rep-
esentatiJes of the other sections

Provision was made fur individual study, reports and ei
formal discussions to clarify the issues involved. but deci
sions with respect to policy and procedures were made in
conference in the World Council Upon the completion of
the world conference in which the final decisions were
voted upon the results were compared with actual happen-
ings in historical times

In a controlled experiment. Baker found that the simula
non classes a more favorable attitude to central
razed and efficient policy-making procedures as well as more
knowledge than control groups This is the exception with
respect to acquiring cognitive knowledge I Baker's game
was carefully structured and represents an improvement
over some of the older studies

We conclude this section with a mention of sonic cau
buns with respect to the use of simulations They are time
consuming They are interesting but not always educational
Games may place too much emphasis upon winning These
are points made by Beals 135) We may say that the focused
conversation may be used to save time when necessary. that
calefulStiueturing may iMplovei:ognitivir learning and that
games should emphasize meaning las Bakers did) more
than winning

It should be mentioned that the modern classic work on
role-playing and the sociodrarna is Role Playing for Social
Values by Fannie and George Shaftel (Prentice Hall. 19671

The High School
Simulations may be used in the high school in accord

with the requirements of the curriculum arid the interests of
students in the social studies

As we have pointed out, the focused conversation is a
universal means for the exchange of information and expert
ence It can be simulated in a high school class Suppose a
high school class desires to study the effects of rapid social
change upon life ui Aillennall cities 1361 To interest and in
form the students. the teacher could trace the major
changes which have taken place in America during the last
one hundred years. especially the tremendous growth of the
cities Following thus students could start their search for
more detailed information. including material on the ecology
of the city. the nature of stratification, and the degree of MO
Way among the social classes Individual student findings
may then, be compared in focused conversations in small
;mass groups To repeat a point made. one sttiCent ui a small
group may act as inforr-ied spokesman while the other or
others act as informed listeners and critics In this way we
have the talker listener role- interaction situation The in-
formed listener responds knowingly appreciatively and help-
fully as well as critically Again. as pointed out the 'warm
up- in the small groups can be excellent preparation For
stimulating general class discussion We can point Out again,
that the procedures outlined give the teacher ;1 good °poor,
tunny to identify and to deal with individual differences as
well as to act as a resource person and consultant

There is almost no end to the number of topics and prob-
lems which can be handled in focused conversations and
also in the more specialized role playing sociodrarnas and



games For example. issues related to such topics as the fol-
lowing can be adapted fur simulations how Athens lost her
Empire. dissensions among the early Greek cities the fall of
Carthage. the rift between Moslem and Hindu, the Great
Wall and the burning of the books. the breach between East-
ern and Western Christendom. Dante's study of all ideal
state. the division between the King and the people at the
time of James I, the new industrial civilization after Napo-
leon and the rise of materialist philosophies. Japan and
America, the contest for North America, the rise of the
United States. North vs. South in the United States. -Mor-
ganism- vs the middle class. segregation in education. sec-
tional differences in the United States, ethnic relationships.
factors influencing economic growth pollution, crime. the
energy crisis, federal vs state power. government spending
for welfare. iustice in America. tne quality of life vs the gross
national product, national priorities -the list is practically
endless (The foregoing suggestions are in part from W N
Weech. ed . History of the World: William Miller, A New His-
tory of the Under' Stales. and topics considered by the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies at the 1973 Annual
Meeting in San Francisco )

Studies of the 'ise of the focused conversation have
shown it to create student interest and deve:op self -con
fidence and leadership abilities but that it does not improve
cognitive [earning to any substantial aegree )37)

Role-playing and the sociorframa may be considered ex-
tensions of the focused conversatton Goodsell -demon
strated how all three procedures could be combined in one
operation and at the same time be integrated with a trade
tional curriculum I38i The unit assigned to Goodsell for
seven weeks was the arms race since 1939 The first six
weeks were spent in the tractnional study and classroom dis
cussion of facts ,and issues The students thus had time to
develop some understanding of the subiect At the begin
ning of the seventh week, five small teams were set up to
represent five countries' views on the arms race The
People s Republic of China the USSR. the U S A . India
and Pakistan Students were assigned to a particular team
because of their probable or known interest

Following the team assignments. the class was told that
Pakistan had invaded Kashmir Each learn was asked to pre
pare a statement of ris posdion with respect to this problem
Each statement was then read to the class for cununent
Following class corm-meats. the teams drew up revised state
moms which were read to the class by team re;Iresentatives
The India representative suggested that Kashmir not be given
up without a struggle But the moderator menteined that
Pakistani troops were slaughtering thousands el Hindus try-
ing to flee to ,ndia The Indian delegate t-iw'! no comment
Then the U S A delegate suggested lb& military aid De
given to India but he turned silent after he ceceived a secret
note from another delegate implying that internal enemies
of the Unitei States might poison the drinking water in U S
cities if this were done Moves and counter-moves contin-
ued accompanied by vigorous discussion at nearly every
point Finally, it was decided that a U N peacekeeping force
should occupy the border

Goodsell reported that student interest was tremendous
and students ber;irne fully iware that illterliatIOnal relations
were very complicated

The Greenhaven Press has recently announced an Odpos
my VIewpornts Series dealinci with many controversial is
sues One booklet in the series is entitled Constructing a Life
Philosophy Alternative views are presented in short articles
by distinguished representatives of differing viewpoints One
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example )n the exercise is an article on The Philosophy of
the Dollar' by Robert L Heilbroner, another is The Hindu
View'of Life- by Sir Sarvepalh Radharishnan These booklets
lend themselves well to use in simulations Views can be
compared in focused conversations, then can be role-played
and ultimately expanded into sociodramas

Because the Middle East crisis is, has been, and is likely
to remain an explosive issue, we take the liberty to suggest a
plan for its simulation We shall emphasize the IsraeliEoyp-
tian aspect of the crisis (39) This matter should be an ex-
tended unit. beginning with a study of the Middle East set-
ting Historic& information is of considerable importance
here. involving the following sample topics the conflicting
claims of Jacob and Ishmael to the title to the and of Ca-
naan. the Diaspora, the rise of Zionism, the Balfour De.dara-
non of 1917. the Arab League. the Israeli-Egyptian war of
1948. the establishment of the State of Israel. the Suez war
of 1956. the Six Day War of 1967. guerilla warfare including
the Munich attack, the Lybian airliner affair and the diplo-
matic murders at Khartoum the perpetual state of tension
and the influences exerted by the USSR. China and the
United States in the Middle East, and the 1973 conflict

Findings can be compared in focused conversations in
small groups Then. in preparation for role-playing, the posi-
tions of the Israeli. the Egyptians. the Russians. the oil pro-
ducers. NATO and others may be identified 140) Some of
the current issues are internationalization of the Suez Canal,
limitations of-the fliziw OfWear5OnS.' rgt0qtfiltiOrl of Israel as a"
state, return of all Palestinian refugees. arid the possibilities
of permanent peace without a declared victor. New issues
will continue to develop Actors. representing the different
positions with respect to a given issue. can role-play in small
groups Finally -volunteers.' may stage a sociodrama on an
issue for the criticism of the class Alternate 'solutions- to
the problem presented might come up with an -invention- in
the diplomatic area, especially if a tilented student acts as a
negotiator

Again we must note that capable students will become
leaders and group pressures will push some students toward
improvement. while others may be overwhelmed, becoming
withdrawn or aggressive rind avoid responsibilities

The game is a form of simulation which lends to empha-
size, indeed encourage. competition. using scoring devices
to measure the success of individuals or groups Many ex-
cellent games are now available hum publishers listed at the
end of tnis booklet We describe a few here. briefly, to in-
dicate their gene .;I nature

A gut rf example of a well-structured game is the -"Inter-
nation Simulation' (41) It comes in a kit which contains ma-
terials. r.teneral instructions and data pertaming to a few na-
tions HILlodrnr; their wearth, mei/ form of government.
population defense position etc The clime suggests that
two to five students be assigned to represent each of the 11,3
bons included in the giirTlf! Theft a problem in international
relations is prce,entecf Each national group must develop a
plan to utilize its notion's resources to meet the problem sit
nation At the end of the f!xtIrr:isi. allocations and (it;cisiOnS
arc; calculated for each nation I 1)eir.) are no individual or
group losers rather. the degree to which each nation has
prospered under the circumstances is indicated These in-
dications provide an excellent opportunity for the identifica-
tion of wise and unwise decisions and the replaying for the
correction of mistakes

In the area of political science an excellent game. called
Napoli (42) outlines the views of liberal and conservative

congressmen with respect to current issues Participants.
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playing the roles of congressmen. must represent their own
parties and their constituents and then vote on important
bilk before the Congress In the process each player is given
a party score and a state score as well as a score represent-
ing his or her probability of re-elaLtion The emphasis is upon
winning. yet students obtain a realistic introduction to politi-
cal processes and social issues

In the area of sociology The Ghetto Game 143) is well
thought cut It endeavors to give middle- and upper-class

a1.1-aaol students an opportunity to understand life in the
ghetto areas of a city Each player is assigned a role in a
problem situation. for example. a 24-year-old wife with
three young children married to an unskilled laborer with a
tenth-grade education has the problem of feeding her family
Again. numerous life problems and decisions are to be made
by a 20-year-old single male with a ninth-grade education
At present he makes a living by hustling and working spo-
radically What choices may he have to make? Decisions of
players will have to be made within the framework of job op-
portunities, welfare and food stamps, and chance victors A
complete kit accompanies the game, including profile folder.
reading suggestions, names of appropriate films and ques
tions for discussion

Because of the skill with which this game was con-
structed. Kidder 1441 decided to tort claims made for it He
hypothesized that the value conflicts experienced by the
players in the game would creata feelings of cognitive dis
sonariCe in the participants and. Consegiiently:sCliaiige atti
tudes To test this hypothesis, Kidder measured the attitudes
of three groups of college students wht played the game in
its entirety After analyzing his voluminous data. Kidder con
cluded that this game would indeed change attitudes and
emotions and that emotions aroused in individuals would
generalize to one or more subjects in the same game

Many games are now available Carlson 145/ has listed
number of them and we have included a long fist of publish-
ers of games with the names of some of the games they
have published Isee Bibliography/

Evaluation

Simulations have become popular, yet the nature of their
educational results is not firmly established As mentioned,
critics wonder if the extra time expenditure increases learn
ing to any great extent Available evidence to he reviewed
shortly. suggests that the critics are right to a degree But
Stoll and Inbar (461 decline to accept the evidence They de
Clare that criticisms of early work no longer apply tin cause
the most recent simulations arc more carefully structured
But for now we shall have to decline the acceptance of the
views of Stoll and Inbar until more experimental results sire
available We hasten to state. however. that it is dear that in
simulations students do not learn any less than in traditional
procedui es Arid there may be some important fringe belie
fits So. let ua explore some of the ova ilabla findinw-

All who have used sanulations report strong student in
terest as compared to traditional methods for classroom pro
cedure Cherryhoiries 147). for example. states that the only
finding on which E.11 six studies agreed was on the matter of
interest And Ciocisell(48), previously rated. reported tre-
mendous interest These findings are not unimportant. for in
terest contributes strongly to motivation. especially in a time
when many students have lost interest in traditional class
room procedures Simulations could have a significant iflfit,
ence 111 retaining students in social studies, courses

Studies of attitude change yield mixed findings Cherry

holmes believed his six studies reflected more negative atti-
tude change than positive, but other research does not bear
this out De Kock (49) reported that his Black-White game
increased racial tolerance significantly. The Career Game im
proved the understanding of the difficulties in making career
decisions. The Legislative Game developed a realistic under-
standing of the legislative process (50) The studies of Ze-
terry (51) indicated that focused conversations strengthen
self -confidence and leadership qualities in participants. and
to add another finding from Kidder (52). attitudes with re
spect to the honesty of ghetto people were changed by the
Ghetto Game.

In the area of cognitive learning. simulations seem to
have no significant adN,antages In the six important studies
reviewed by Cherryholmes (53). students. cognition was not
increased. The only available study that showed a significant
difference in favor of simulation was the experiment of
Baker (54) In studies in 8th. 10th and I lth-grade classes.
Livingstone 155) found that a simulation group dealing with
trade and development did not improve abilities to carry out
related but separate tasks any better than did a control
group

A reasonable conclusion is that any method administered
by a competent teacher will obtain satisfactory results Evi-
dence to support this assertion comes from a very system-
atic study made by Hug 156) He reported that high school
biology students were able to meet cognitive objectives
equally' -well throciyh indePeriderit study. sriidJT group dis'
cussion and large group presentations provided that the in-
structional packages are pre-tested. rewritten for corn
parable populations

Simulations. we believe. can be of real service to youth
when they extend traditional individual learning to include
social learning all methods being part of one all-inclusive
process It appears. also, that critical thinking can be taught
by either traditional or simulation methods. for Cherry
holmes. i571 differences as reported were not significant

Even though current experimental research provides only
limited support for simulations, there are other reasons why
they should be considered for reguaa use in conjunction
with other classroom procedures They are in accord with
the democratic ideal, they apply ,i.iany df the accepted prin-
ciples- of learning. and. they emphasize behavfor in contrast
to mere memorization It is easy to See that a simulation de-
emphasizes authoritarian procedures try providing gener
ously for focused but free conversations. intense &akin, arid
the consideration of the social consequences of alternate
policies Wallow, further elaboration of some 'principles.' of
learning used in simulations it is easy to see the provisions
for motive. activities freedom from dor»inance and anxieties
created thereby sharing of knowledge, positive and negative
reinforcement, arid social sensitivity 158;

Of special significance is the eniphas . of simulations
upon behavior rather than the memorization of miscella
neous pieces of information. valuable as they might be The
traditional approach to learning tends to consider facts as
ends ui (111-.!111!0;IVP!-; VVIllIt! the SlirilOi111011 nomt of view C-311
siders tliern as guides to useful behavior De Kuck 159) for
example. noted that his Mack Whae simulation provided for
writing. reading. hooting and cheering, organizing and
speakina to influence others In till11111,1110fiS. One practices
talking and listening leadership. analysis. sensitivity to oth-
ers and to norms +601

Behaviors such as the above may be observed by the
teacher but perhaps. more important than the notations of
behavioral successes dill failures of the tiiinlher are the



groups own judranents of its itrd(101S1111). its productivity the
degree of compatibility et,. An alert small grunt) in analyz
mg itself may come to the same La-mclusions as Collins arid
Guetzkow I611 and realize that an acceptable contribution to
group discussions is supported by evidence. logic and exile
rience Conversely irresponsible Lontribiesons not to men
Lion disclaiming responsibility. is not acceptable The group
member who clues his homework is the one who is likely to
he influential in the group. all other factors being equal IThe
phrases in this paragraph are in part adaptations from Col-
lins and Guetzkow

In closing. we might suggest that increasingly. social
studies classrooms may become sociological laboratories ni
which models of reality whether historical. contemporary
or projected are created. analyzed, interpreted and rebuilt
do practice In this way social wisdom may be acquired l62)
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